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ABSTRACT 
We survey various generalizations of matrix monotonicity. Of much interest to us 
are relations between (l]-monotonicity, weak r-monotonicity, strong r-monotonicity, 
semimonotonicity, weak monotonicity, and Drazin monotonicity. Certain special 
matrices such as nonnegative matrices, property-n matrices, P+-matrices, and P+- 
matrices are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A square real matrix A is called monotone if 
Ax>0 * x&o, (1.1) 
where for a vector y, y > 0 denotes that its entries are nonnegative real 
scalars. Collatz [7] has shown that the implication (1.1) is equivalent to A 
being invertible and 
A-‘> 0, (1.2) 
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where for a matrix B, B > 0 denotes that its entries are nonnegative 
numbers. 
Motivated by a variety of theoretical and practical problems, in the last 
three decades several generalizations of the properties (1.1) and (1.2) have 
appeared in the literature; see for instance [2-G, 12-14, 17-221. In the book 
[6] by Berman and Plemmons it is shown that monotonicity plays an 
important role in different fields, such as in the theory of Markov chains in 
probability and in the study of the convergence of iterative methods. To 
specifically introduce the types of monotonicity with which we shall be 
concerned in this paper, some concepts from the theory of generalized 
inverses of matrices are required. 
Let Iw” denote the n-dimensional real vector space. For a matrix A in the 
space Iw “‘, ” of all real m X n matrices, let A’, 9(A), A(A), and rank(A) 
denote, respectively, the transpose of A, the range space of A, the null space 
of A, and the rank of A. When A is a square matrix, ind(A), the index of A, 
is the smallest nonnegative integer k for which rank(Ak) = rank(Aktl), or 
equivalently, 9(Ak) = 9(Ak + ’ ). Th e matrices 1 and 0, respectively, will 
denote the identity and zero matrix of whatever size is appropriate to the 
context. Now let A E [w”‘,“, and consider the equations: 
(1) AXA=A, 
(2) XAX = x, 
(3) (AX)’ = AX, 
(4) (XA)’ = XA, 
(5) AX = XA, 
where (5) may only be considered when m = n. Suppose that A is a 
nonempty subset of { 1,2,3,4,5]. Th en X is said to be a A-inzjerse of A if X 
satisfies equation (i) for each i E A. AA will denote a A-inverse of A. If 
A = {l, 2,3,4), then A” does always uniquely exist and is called the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of A, henceforth denoted by At. A {l}-inverse A(‘) is also 
called generalized iwerse of A and is denoted by A-. A {1,2,5]-inverse is 
called group inverse of A and is denoted by A’. It is well known that AX 
exists if and only if A is a square matrix with ind(A) < 1 and that if such an 
inverse exists it is unique. Next, let A be any square matrix of index k. Then 
X is called the D-&n inverse of A if X satisfies (2) (5) and also Akf ‘X = Ak. 
Recall that the Drazin inverse of any square matrix always exists and is 
unique. It is denoted by AD. If ind(A) Q 1, then AD = AX. Clearly, if A is 
nonsingular, then its generalized inverses all coincide with its usual (regular) 
inverse A - ‘. The reader who is not familiar with the theory of generalized 
inverses is referred to [l, 153. 
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We are now ready to introduce those generalizations of matrix monotonic- 
ity which will be of interest in this paper. 
DEFINI~~ION 1.1 (Cf. Berman and Plemmons [6]). Let A be a nonempty 
subset of (1,2,3,4,5). A matrix A E R”‘,” is then called A-monotone if it has 
a nonnegative A-inverse, that is, if there exists a nonnegative matrix X 
satisfying equation (i> for each i E A. In particular, A is called semimonotone 
if the Moore-Penrose inverse A’ of A is nonnegative, that is, At > 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2 (Cf. Berman and Plemmons [6]). A square real matrix A 
with ind(A) = k is called Drazin-monotone if A” > 0. In particular, A is 
called group-monotone if A# exists and A# 2 0. 
DEFINI.I.ION 1.3 (Cf. Berman and Plcmmons [6]). A matrix A E R”‘.” is 
called weak-monotone if 
Ax >O =a Ax = Ay for some y >o. (1.3) 
DI’I‘INIUON 1.4 (Werner [17]). A matrix A E R”‘,” of rank r is called 
weak-r-monotone if A has a monotone submatrix of order r. 
DEFINITTON 1.5 (Werner [17]). A matrix A E R”‘.” of rank r is called 
strong-r-monotone if all nonsingular r X r suhmatrices of A are monotone. 
As is well known, a square nonnegative matrix A is monotone if and only 
if A is monomia2, that is, if A has exactly one nonzero entry in each row and 
each column. This concept of monomiality has been generalized as follows. 
DEFINIJ-ION 1.6 (Werner [17]). A matrix A E R”‘-‘I of rank r is called 
weak-r-monomial if it has a monomial s&matrix of order r. 
DEFINITION 1.7 (Werner [17]). A matrix A E R”‘.” of rank r is called 
strong-r-monomial if all nonsingular r X r s&matrices of A are monomial. 
It should be realized that a nonnegative matrix A of rank r is weak-r- 
monotone if and only if A is weak-r-monomial. Moreover, if A is nonnega- 
tive, then it is strong-r-monotone if and only if it is strong-r-monomial. 
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 and Section 3 we shall 
relate {lbmonotonicity to weak r-monotonicity, strong r-monotonicity, weak 
monotonicity, and semimonotonicity. The nonnegativity of a {I}-inverse or 
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the Moore-Penrose inverse of the powers of property-n matrices will be 
studied in Section 4. Some results regarding Drazin monotonicity will also be 
given there. 
At the end of this introductory part we now state some factorizations that 
will prove useful in what follows. Let A E [w”“,” be of rank r. Since the rank 
r of A is equal to the order of its largest nonzero minor, there exists an r X r 
nonsingular submatrix B of A and we can find matrices U E [w”“-‘,‘, 
V E [w’,“-’ and permutation matrices P and Q of orders m and n, respec- 
tively, such that 
A=P (1.4) 
where I denotes the identity matrix of order r (cf. [19, 211). Notice that the 
matrices (I Ut)t and (I V) are of full column rank and of full row rank, 
respectively. By checking the corresponding defining equations (l)-(4) it can 
be seen that 
(z+vvt)-lB-‘(z+U’U)-l(z U’)P’. (1.5) 
AS a direct consequence of (1.4) and (1.5) we obtain 
AA+=p 
( 1 
; (I+u”u)-l(z U’)P 
and 
(Z+VV’)-‘(Z V)Q. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
We further mention 
LEMMA 1.8 (see Werner [21, Lemma 1.41). Suppose A E [w”‘3” is of rank 
r. Let B be a nonsingular matrix of A of order r, and consider the representa- 
tion (1.4) of A determined by B. Then A is {l}-monotone if and only if we can 
find nonnegative matrices X, Y, and Z such that 
B-‘aYU+VX+VZU. (1.8) 
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2. WEAK MONOTONICITY AND WEAK r-MONOTONICITY 
Our concern in this section is to relate (1)-monotonicity to weak mono- 
tonicity and weak r-monotonicity. We begin with 
TIIEoFik;\I 2.1. For u matrix A E iw”‘,” of rank r we huue: 
(i) lf A is (l)-monotone, then A is weak-monotone. 
(ii) If A is weak-r-monotone, then A is (l)-monotone. 
(iii) lf A is weak-r-monotone, then A is weak-monotone. 
Proof. First, let A be (l)- monotone. That is, assume that there is a 
nonnegative (1)-inverse of A, say G. Let Ar > 0, and set y := GAr. Then 
y > 0, and Ay = Ax because AGA = A. Hence A is weak-monotone, and the 
proof of (i) is complete. To prove (ii), let A of rank r be weak-r-monotone. 
Then there exists a submatrix B of A of order r with B- ’ > 0. Consider 
representation (1.4) of A determined by B, and set 
(2.1) 
Then G > 0 and AGA = A, showing that A is {1}-monotone. So we have (ii). 
Combining (i) and (ii), we get (iii). n 
In passing, we mention that result (ii) of the previous theorem may also 
be seen by means of Lemma 1.8. For, suppose that B is a monotone 
submatrix of A of order r. Then B-i > 0, so that the inequality (1.8) holds 
for X = 0, Y = 0, and 2 = 0. 
That the converse implications, in general, are not true is illustrated by 
the next two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the matrix 
of rank 3, and observe that the null space of A is spanned by the vector 
u := (1 1 - 1 - 1)‘. Let r # 0, and suppose that Ax > 0. By choosing (Y 
small or large enough one can construct a nonnegative vector y := x + (YU 
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with Ax = Ay. Hence A is weak-monotone. Next notice that A can be 
rewritten as 
A= 
where 
Since it is impossible to find nonnegative matrices X, Y, and 2 satisfying the 
inequality (1.8), it follows from Lemma 1.8 that A is not (l]-monotone. In 
view of Theorem 2.1(u) it is now also clear that A cannot be weak-r-mono- 
tone. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the matrix 
1 3 -1 1 
2 -2 2 -2 
-1 1 1 3 
of rank 3. By checking the defining equations of the Moore-Penrose inverse 
it is seen that 
Since At > 0, A is sernimonotone and so {1}-monotone. However, A is not 
weak-r-monotone, because alI nonsingular 3 X 3 submatrices of A fail to be 
monotone. 
The rest of this section is therefore devoted to providing a condition on A 
under which (1}-monotonicity coincides with weak monotonicity and weak 
r-monotonicity, respectively. The following concept will play the key role. 
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DEIWITION 2.3 (Werner [21]). A matrix A E R”‘~” is a P+-mutrin- if 
there exist (I}-inverses G and I1 of A such that 
GA>0 (2.2a) 
ant 1 
AH > 0. (2.211) 
To establish the main results of this section we require several lemmas. 
Ltcv\r.~ 2.5. A real mutrix A E R”‘.” is tceak-monotone ifund only ifAt 
is Eeak-monotone. 
Proof. Let A E R”‘,” be weak-monotone, and assume that A’ is not 
weak-monotone. Then we can find a real vector d such that c := A’d > 0, 
whereas for each nonnegative vector e E R”’ we have A’e # c. By Farkas’s 
lemma (see [8] or [2, Corollary 3.2]), the latter is equivalent to the fact that 
As > 0, c’x < 0 is solvable for some vector s E R”. Since A is weak-mono- 
tone, we know from (1.3) that As = Ay for some vector y > 0. So A(x - y> = 
0. which in turn implies cf(x - y) = d’A(x - y) = 0. But then c’y = C/X < 0, 
which contradicts c’y > 0. Hence A’ is weak-monotone. Conversely, if A’ is 
weak-monotone, then (A’)’ is weak-monotone because of the previous step. 
Since (A’)’ = A, A is weak-lnonotone, and the proof is complete. W 
h\1\1,4 2.6. A real matrix A of fdl column rcmk Crow: runk) is aeuk- 
monotone if and only $A is (I}-monotonr. 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear bv Thcorcm 2.1(i). To prove necessity, as- 
SLI~W first that A is a weak-monotone matrix of full column rank. For each 
{1}-invcrsc A- of A we then have A-A = I, or equivalently, A’(A- )’ = 1 (cf. 
[l, p. 121). Observe next that A’ is weak-monotone by Lemma 2.5. The 
implication (1.3) therefore holds when A is replaced b,r A’. That is, 
A’x > 0 =j A’x = A’!/ for some y > 0. 
Since AL( = 12 0, we can successively choose each column vector of 
(A- 1’ as a vector x with A’x > 0. In view of the implication, we then know 
that for each such column vector x we can find a corresponding nonnegative 
vector y with A’x = A’y. If we now suitably write these vectors y as the 
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columns of a matrix, say G’, we have found a nonnegative matrix G with 
AtG’ = At(A-)t = I. Then AGA = A, which in turn shows that G is a 
nonnegative (1}-inverse of A. So A is {1}-monotone. In case A is not of full 
column rank but of full row rank, the proof follows along similar lines and is 
hence omitted. n 
We are now able to prove the first two of the preannounced main results 
of this section. Notice that Theorem 2.7 is an extension of Lemma 2.6. 
TIIEOIWJ 2.7. Suppose A E KY”‘,” is of runk r. Let B be a nonsingular 
submatrix of A of order r, and consider the representation (1.4) of A 
determined by B. Let the matrix U or the matrix V be nonnegative. Then A is 
weak-monotone if and only if A is {l}-monotone. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows again from Theorem 2.1(i). To prove neces- 
sity, let A be weak-monotone. Assume first that U is a nonnegative matrix. 
Let Ax > 0. Then by the implication (1.31, Ax = Ay for some nonnegative 
vector y. Clearly, Ax > 0 if and only if B(Z V>Qx > 0 (observe that U > 0). 
Also, Ax = Ay if and only if B(Z V>@ = B(Z V)Qy. Hence B(I V>Q is 
weak-monotone. Since B(Z V>Q is of full row rank, it follows from Lemma 
2.6 that it is (I)-monotone. That is, there exists a nonnegative (1)-inverse G 
of B(Z V)Q. From Lemma 1.3 in [21] we know that G can be written as 
for some matrix X. Set 
(2.3) 
Clearly H > 0, since G > 0. By checking AHA = A it is seen that H is a 
{1}-inverse of A. So A is {1}-monotone. Next, assume that V is nonnegative 
but U is not. Then A’ is weak-monotone in view of Lemma 2.5. In view of 
the first part of this proof it is now clear that A’ has a nonnegative 
(l}-inverse, say K ‘. But then A’K’A’ = A’, or equivalently, AZZA = A. So we 
have that K is a nonnegative {l)-inverse of A, and the proof is complete. n 
If U and V in the representation (1.4) of A are both nonnegative, then 
Theorem 2.7 can be strengthened considerably. 
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TIIEONEM 2.8. Let A be u matrix of rank r. Moreover, suppose A 
possesses a representution (1.41, where the matrices U and V both are 
nonnegative. Then A is weak-monotone if and only if A is w>eak-r-monotone. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.l(iii) it only remains to show that under 
the given assumptions the weak monotonicity of A is sufficient for A to be 
weak-r-monotone. To this end, let A of rank r be weak-monotone, and 
assume that A possesses a representation (1.4), where U and V are nonnega- 
tive matrices. From the proof of the preceding theorem we then know that 
the matrix H as defined in (2.3) ‘. IS a nonnegative {1}-inverse of A. Therefore, 
B-’ > VX and X 2 0. Since V > 0, VX > 0. Consequently B-’ > 0, which in 
turn shows that A is weak-r-monotone. n 
We proceed with characterizing P.-matrices. Alternative characteriza- 
tions may be found in [21]. 
TIIEOK~CZI 2.9. A matrix A of rank r is a P.-matrix $ and only if A 
possesses u representation (1.4), where U and V both ure nonnegntice 
matrices. 
Proof. Let A possess a representation (1.41, where U and V are 
nonnegative matrices. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have already seen that 
the matrix C as defined in (2.1) is a (l)-inverse of A. Observe that 
AG=P 
and 
GA=Q’ :, (I V)Q. ( 1 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
Since U and V are nonnegative matrices, it follows from (2.4a-b) that A is a 
P.-matrix. This completes the proof of sufficiency. To prove necessity, let A 
of rank r be a P.-matrix, and consider the proof of Theorem 3.3 in Werner 
[21]. There it is shown in particular that a P.-matrix possesses a representa- 
tion (1.4) where the matrices U and V are nonnegative. This completes the 
proof. n 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.8, 2.9, and 
2.1, and shows in particular that on the class of P+-matrices (l}-monotonicity 
is equivalent to weak r-monotonicity. 
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THEOKEY 2.10. For u P+-matrix A of runk r the follotcing urc equirx- 
lent: 
(i) A is (l}-monotone; 
(ii) A is weak-r-monotone; 
(iii) A is uxak-monotone. 
This theorem admits an interesting corollary for nonnegative matrices. 
COHOLLARY 2.11. For a nonnegaticc matrix A of rurlk r the following arc 
equitxzlcnt : 
(i) A is (l}-monotone; 
(ii) A is weak-r-monomial; 
(iii) A is a weak-monotone P+-matrix. 
Proof. Suppose first that A is (l)-rmnotone. Then there exists a non- 
negative {l)-inverse of A, say G. Since A > 0, we get AG >, 0 and GA > 0, 
thus showing that A is a P.-matrix. From Theorem 2.10 it then follows that 
A is weak-monotone. So we have (i) j (iii). That (iii) implies (ii) is also seen 
by Theorem 2.10. The implication (ii> * (i) is clear by Theorem Zl(ii). n 
Notice that Example 2.2 is in accordance with Corollary 2.11, since A is 
not weak-r-monomial. 
3. STRONG r-MONOTONICITY AND SEMIMONOTONICITY 
In this section we shall discuss the relation between strong r-monotonic- 
ity and semimonotonicity. For doing so, the following concept will be useful. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A real m X n matrix A is called a P+-m&ix if 
AAT (3.L) 
and 
Ai;l z 0. (3.lb) 
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It is obvious that each P,.-matrix is a P+-matrix. That the converse in 
general does not hold is seen by 
EXAVPLE 3.2. Consider 
By checking the corresponding defining equations it is seen that 
and that 
is a nomregative (l}-inverse of A. Then AG > 0 and GA > 0, so that A is a 
P.-matrix. However, observes that A is not a P+-matrix, because 
fails to be nonnegative. 
Recall that a square real matrix A is called idempotent if A” = A. We 
continue by showing that each nonnegative, idempotent, and symmetric 
matrix is necessarily strong-r-monomial. This result will be used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.7. In this context, notice that for an idempotent symmetric 
matrix A one always has A = At. 
LEMMA 3.3. L.et A he a nonnegative, idempotent, and symmetric m X m 
matris of rank r. Then A is strong-r-monomial, and there exists an orthonor- 
ma1 set of nonnegative vectors spanning the eigenspace corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 1 of A. 
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Proof. Since A is idempotent of rank r, the eigenvalues of A are 1 and 
0 with (algebraic) multiplicity r and m - r, respectively. If r > 1, then it 
follows by the famous Perron-Frobenius theorem (cf. [Y-11]) that A is 
reducible. Consequently, we can find a permutation matrix Q that transforms 
A to a lower triangular Frobenius normal form B := QAQ’. That is, B is block 
lower triangular with square diagonal blocks which are either irreducible or 
the 1 X 1 zero matrix. Since A is symmetric, B is symmetric and hence a 
block-diagonal matrix. Since A is idempotent, all diagonal blocks of B := 
QAQ’ must be idempotent, too. Let us assume that k blocks in this 
symmetrically permuted form B of A are different from the zero matrix, and, 
without loss of generality, let us further assume that these are the k leading 
diagonal blocks in B, that is, let B = diag{B,,; . ., B,,, 0; . ., 0). Suppose 
i E{l;.. , k}. As Bii is a nonnegative, idempotent, and irreducible matrix, we 
now obtain, in view of the Perron-Frobenius theorem, that Bii must be a 
matrix of rank 1. Then rank(B)= k. S’ mcc rank(A) = rank(B), clearly k = r. 
That B and so A both are strong-r-monomial matrices is a consequence of 
the fact that the r leading diagonal blocks in B have rank 1. The spectral 
theorem (cf. [lo]) in conjunction with the Perron-Frobenius theorem guaran- 
tees that each block Bii, i = 1,. . ., r, can be written in the form B,, = pip! 
where pi is a nonnegative eigenvector of Bii belonging to the eigenvalue 1. 
Since Bi, is irreducible, pi must be a positive vector which in turn implies 
that Bii is a positive matrix. Set P := Q’diag{p,, . . ., p,,O; . .,O}, and let P, 
denote the submatrix consisting of the first r columns of P. By construction, 
P,. > 0 and P:P, = 1. Since A = Q’BQ = P,.P:, we further get AP,. = P,, thus 
proving that the columns of the matrix P,. constitute a complete set of 
orthonormal eigenvectors belonging to the eigenvalue 1 of A. This completes 
the proof. w 
Our next theorem gives a first characterization for a matrix A to be 
strong-r-monotone and is based on the representation (1.4) of A. 
THEOREM 3.4. L.et A E R”‘,” be of rank r, let B of order r he a 
nonsingular submatrix of A, and consider the representation (1.4) of A 
determined by B. Then A is strong-r-monotone if and only if B is monotone 
and the full-rank matrices (I U’)’ and (I V) are nonnegative strong-r-mono- 
mial matrices. 
Proof. Let A of rank r be strong-r-monotone. Since A has rank r, there 
exists a nonsingular submatrix B of A of order r. Consider the representa- 
tion (1.4) of A determined by B. Since A is strong-r-monotone, B is 
monotone, that is, B-’ > 0. We proceed by showing that A is strong-r-mono- 
tone only if (I U’)” and (I T) both are nonnegative strong-r-monomial 
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matrices. For that purpose let Ui. (i = 1,. * . , m - r> denote the ith row of U. 
Denote as usual by uij the (i, j)th entry of U, and suppose that uij f 0. 
Further let 1, --) i := Z(j -+ Vi.) denote the matrix obtained from the identity 
matrix I by replacing row j with Vi.. Then Zj _ i is nonsingular, and it 
follows that the F X r submatrix Zj_ iB of A must be monotone, that is, 
(&B)-‘= B-‘(I,_-l > 0. But 
(ZiJ1 = I(j --+ lq.), (3.2a) 
where 
~i.:=+i, )...) , -Iii j_1,1>-Ui,j+l,“.,- 'ii-)' (3.2b) 
II 
Hence, in particular, (B~l(lj,i)-l).j =(~/u,~)(B-‘).~ 3 0, where for a ma- 
trix C we denote by C.j its jth column. But then uij > 0 because B-’ > 0. 
Consequently, U > 0. 
Next let uij > 0, and assume that uik > 0 for some k z j. Consider the 
nonsingular submatrices lj _ jB and I, ~ iB. From <Zj _ i B)- ’ a 0 we get 
O<(Zj,iB).~‘= B-‘Z(j+oi.).,= B.i’ --(l/uij)uikB.~j’, or equivalently, 
uikBql < ujjBG1. Likewise, we get UijBi’ < U& BG’ by exploiting 
(Ik_,B)-’ > 0. But then uikB.y’ = uziB.il, contradicting the nonsingularity 
of B. Hence uik = 0. In other words, each row of CJ contains at most one 
nonzero entry. From this it follows that (I U’)” is a nonnegative strong-r- 
monomial matrix. That (I V) is also a nonnegative strong-r-monomial matrix 
is shown by similar arguments and is hence omitted. This completes the 
proof of necessity. 
To prove the converse, suppose that A is factorized as in (1.4) where B is 
monotone and the matrices (I CitY and (I V) are both nonnegative and 
strong-r-monomial. Then B-’ > 0. Observe that each row of U as well as 
each column of V contains at most one nonzero (positive) entry. It is then 
clear that the nonsingular r X r submatrices of (I U”)’ and (I V) are all 
monomial. Possibly with the exception of permuting rows and/or columns, 
each nonsingular r X r submatrix of A can be written as product CBD, 
where B is monotone and C and D are (nonnegative) monomial submatrices 
of (I U’jt and (I V), respectively. But then (CBD)-‘= D-‘B-‘C-l >O 
because C-’ >O, B-‘>O,and D-’ > 0. This completes the proof. W 
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We remark the following interesting supplements. 
Supplement 3.5. Let U E W”. Then the follou&g ure equivalent: 
(i) (I U’)’ is strong-r-monotone; 
(ii) (1 U I)( is nonnegative and strong-r-monomial; 
(iii) Cl is nonnegative, und each row of U has ut most one nonzero entry; 
(iv) U is nonnegative, und I + U’U is u positive diugonal matrix. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, WC obtain (iii) from (i) by means 
of (3.2a-h). The equivalence (iii) e (iv) and the implications (iii) * (ii) * (i) 
are straightforward. n 
Supplement 3.6. Let V E R”,‘. Then the following ure ecpivulent: 
(i) (I V) is strong-r-monotone; 
(ii) (1 V) is nonnegative and strong-r-monomial; 
(iii) V is nonnegutice, und each column of V has at most one nonzero 
entry; 
(iv) V is nonnegatice, and I+ W’ is u positive diagonal mutrix. 
The proof of Supplement 3.6 is similar to the proof of Supplement 3.5 and 
is hence omitted. 
The above theorems enable us now to establish the following relation 
between strong r-monotonicity and semimonotonicity. In particular it is seen 
that the class of Z’,-matrices is the most comprehensive class of matrices on 
which semimonotonicity coincides with strong r-monotonicity. 
TIIEOHE~I 3.7. A matrix A E [w”‘~” of rank r is strong-r-monotone if und 
only if A is u semimonotone P+-matrix. 
Proof. Let A of rank r be strong-r-monotone. Let B be a nonsingular 
submatrix of A of order r, and consider the representation (1.4) of A 
determined by B. Recall that the matrices At, AA+, and A’A can then be 
expressed as in (1.5), (1.6), and (1.71, respectively. Since A is strong-r-mono- 
tone, we know from Theorem 3.4 that B is monotone and that (I U’)‘, and 
(I V) are nonnegative strong-r-monomial matrices. Moreover, by Supple- 
ment 3.5 and Supplement 3.6, (I + U’U)-’ >/ 0 and (I + WI)-’ > 0, respec- 
tively. Combining all these observations results in At > 0, AAt > 0, and 
AtA > 0, and the proof of necessity is done. 
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To prove the converse, let A be a semimonotone P+-matrix of rank r, that 
is, let At > 0, AAt 2 0, and AtA > 0. Since rank(A) = r, there exists a 
nonsingular submatrix B of A of order r, so that we can again consider 
representation (1.4) of A determined by such a matrix B. The matrices At, 
AA+, and A’A, respectively, can then be written as in (l.S), (1.6), and (1.7). 
We obtain 
(I+W’)~‘B-‘(z+U’U)-‘~o (3.3) 
from (1.5) because of A’2 0. Since AA’ and AtA both are nonnegative, 
idempotent, and symmetric matrices of rank r, we are told by Lemma 3.3 
that these matrices must be strong-r-monomial. Applying Theorem 3.4 to AAt 
and A+A therefore yields that in (1.6) and (1.7) the matrices (I Ut)’ and 
(I V) are nonnegative strong-r-monomial matrices. By Supplement 3.5 and 
Supplement 3.6 we then further know that Z + U’U and I + VV’ are positive 
diagonal matrices. Pre- and postmultiplying the inequality (3.3) by I + VVt 
and I + u’U, respectively, thus yields B - ’ > 0. In other words, the matrix B 
in (1.4) is monotone. That A is strong-r-monotone is now a consequence of 
Theorem 3.4. This completes the proof. W 
Observe that a nonnegative semimonotone matrix is necessarily a P+- 
matrix. From the previous result we therefoL,e obtain 
COKOLLARY 3.8. A nonnegatice matrix A of rank r is strong-r-monomid zj 
and only $A is semimonotone. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.7 we single out the following characteriza- 
tion for A to be a P,-matrix. Like the characterization given in Theorem 2.9 
for a P+-matrix, this characterization is again in terms of the factorization 
(1.4). 
THEOREM 3.9. For a matrix A E R’“,” of runk r the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) A is a P+-matrix; 
(ii) A possesses a representation (1.4, where the matrices (I U ‘It and 
(I V) both are nonnegative and strong-r-monomial; 
(iii) in each representation (1.4) of A the matrices (I cCJ’)~ and (I V) 
both are nonnegative and strong-r-monomial. 
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Combining Theorem 3.7 with Theorem 2.10 results in 
THEOREM 3.10. For a matrix A E R”‘,” of rank r the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) A is a (1)-monotone P+-matrix; 
(ii) A is a weak-r-monotone P+-matrix; 
(iii) A is a weak-monotone P+-matrix, 
(iv) A is a semimonotone P+-matrix; 
(v) A is strong-r-monotone. 
Proof. Since a Pi-matrix is a P.-matrix, we have (i) e (ii) 0 (iii) by 
Theorem 2.10. Moreover, (iv) H (v) by Theorem 3.7. Using Theorem 3.7 and 
the fact that a strong-r-monotone matrix is trivially weak-r-monotone, we get 
(v) j (ii). In order to complete the proof we next show that (i) implies (iv). 
For that purpose, let A be a (l)- monotone I’+-matrix. Then there exists a 
nonnegative {1}-inverse of A, say G. Notice that At = AtAGAAt. Since 
AtA > 0, AAt > 0, and G > 0, we thus have At > 0, and the proof is complete. 
W 
Some of the logical implications discussed so far in Section 2 and Section 
3 are summarized in Figure 1. Notice that all implications that are neither 
indicated nor implied by arrows in this diagram are in general not true. In 
this context recall Example 2.2 and Example 2.3. Also consider Example 
3.11. There it is shown that a semimonotone P.-matrix is not necessarily a 
semimonotone I’+-matrix. At this point we also want to emphasize once more 
that all concepts in Figure 1 coincide for P+-matrices. 
(I)-monotone matrix - 
I 
weak-monotone matrix 
I 
J 
weak-monotone PA-matrix - 
weak-r-monotone matrix +-- strong-r-monotone matrix 
I 
weak-r-monotone P+-matrix semimonotone 
I 
P+-matrix 
I 
(l}-monotone P+-matrix +--- semimonotone P +-matrix 
FIG. 1 
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EXAMPLE 3.11. Consider the matrix 
*2 l -; 
( 3 1 
_; 
1 
By checking the defining equations it is seen that 
and that 
is a {1}-inverse of A. Since At > 0, AG = 1> 0, and 
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A is a semimonotone P+-matrix. However, A is not a semimonotone P+- 
matrix, because 
12 
A+A=,? i 1 
1 1 
2 --I 
1 -1 2 
fails to be nonnegative. 
We conclude this section by mentioning that for a nonnegative matrix, 
Theorem 3.10 becomes 
COROLLARY 3.12. For u nonnegatice matrix A E 58”‘~” of rank r the 
follou;ing statements are eyuir;alent :
(i) A is a {l}-monotone I’+-matrix; 
(ii) A is a weak-r-monomial P+-matrix; 
(iii) A is a weak-monotone P+-matrix; 
(iv) A is a semimonotone matrix; 
(v) A is a strong-r-monomial matrix. 
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In view of Corollary 3.12 it is clear that a positive matrix is semimonotone 
if and only if it has rank 1. Furthermore, notice that a nonnegative matrix A 
with rank(A) > 1 must be a relatively sparse matrix. For observe that it 
follows from Corollary 3.12 and Theorem 3.9 that a nonnegative matrix A of 
rank r is semimonotone if and only if in (each) factorization (1.4) of A the 
matrix B is monomial and the matrices (I U’)‘, (I V> both are strong-r- 
monomial. Finally we mention here that Example 3.2 is in accordance with 
Corollary 3.12, since A obviously fails to be strong-r-monomial. 
4. \4ONOTONICITY OF POWERS OF SQUARE MATRICES 
Following Werner [ZO, Definition 3.41, a square matrix A is called a 
property-n matrix if it has a nonnegative power, that is, if A” 2 O for some 
positive integer s. It should be realized that if A has property n then A” 2 0 
for some integer u) > ind(A). In particular, all nilpotent matrices as well as 
all nonnegative matrices have property n. 
In this final section we are interested in characterizing those property-n 
matrices A of index k for which all powers A‘ with s > k are nonnegative 
and in addition (l&monotone or semimonotone. To this end it is pertinent to 
quote the following Drazin-monotonicity characterization for property-n 
matrices. 
TWXIRESI 4.1 (Werner [22, Theorem 2.91). Let A he u property-n mutrix 
with ind(A) = k und rank(Ak) = r. Then A is Drazin-monotone if and only $ 
Ak>O andA”+’ , is a nonnegative weuk-r-monomial matrix. 
For nonnegative matrices this theorem becomes 
COROLLARY 3.2 (Werner [22, Corollary 2.10]). Let A be a nonnegatiue 
matrix with ind(A) = k and rank(A’) = r. Then A is Drazin-monotone ifund 
only if Ak i ’ is weak-r-monomiul. 
By means of these results we are now able to establish the preannounced 
characterizations. 
TIIE~REU 4.3. Far a property-n mutrix A with ind(A) = k und rank(A”) 
= r the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) k is a nonnegutive {lbmonotone matrix for euch integer s > k; 
(ii) Ak is nonnegative, and Ak + ’ is a nonnegative {l}-monotone matrix; 
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(iii) A” is a nonnegatil;e weak-r-monomial matrix for each integer s > k; 
(iv) A’; is nonnegatiw, and Ak+’ is a nonnegative weak-r-monomial 
matrix ;
(v) A is Druzin-monotone. 
Proof. That 6) implies (ii) is trivial. Moreover, by Corollary 2.11, 
(i) 0 (iii) and (ii) 0 (iv). Th eorem 4.1 tells us that (VI is equivalent to (iv). So 
it suffices to show that (VI also implies 6). To this end, let A be a 
Drazin-monotone property-n matrix with ind(A) = k. Notice that (AD)” = 
(A”)” for each integer s > k (see (2.5) in [22]). Since A” > 0, it is now clear 
that all powers A” with s > k are group-monotone and consequently (l}- 
monotone. By Theorem 3.9 in [20] we are further told that for a Drazin- 
monotone property-n matrix all powers A” with s > k are nonnegative. So 
we arrive at (i), and the proof is complete. I 
This theorem admits the following corollary. 
C0HOLLARI. 4.4. For a nonnegatil;e square matrix with ind(A) = k and 
ranks A”) = r the following statements are eyuitialent : 
(i) A’ is (!)-mrmntone fen- each integer s > k; 
(ii) A’;+’ is {l)-inonntonr~; 
(iii) A’ is weak-r-monomial JW each integer s >, k; 
(iv) A’ + ’ is peak-r-nlnnonlicll; 
(v) A is Dra~in-),lonoto,le. 
Corollary 4.4 shows, in particular, that for a nonnegatlve matrix A with 
ind( A) = k and ranks A”) = r all high enough powers of A possess a nonneg- 
ative {l&inverse if and only if Ak+ ’ is (l]-monotone. or equivalently, dk + ’ is 
weak-r-monomial. The weak r-monomiality of Ak’ ’ is indei_J 11tii difficult to 
rheck in practice. 
We next want to charactcriz:x those property-n matrices for which all high 
enough powers are nonnegative semimonotonc nratriccs. In F.7 r --:::tf of ow 
result \tt need the following 
LK\IblA 4.5. Lt>t A 1~ (I sctttar~~ matrix of index k. Then A‘ is a P,-matrix 
for some intche j*r * c’ k ‘: if wtd only if A’ is a P+-matrix for each integer s 3 k. 
Proof. Observe first that for each matrix C E R”‘.” the products CC+ 
and CtC both are idempotent and symmetric matrices, or equivalently, 
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orthogonal projectors. To be more precise, CC+ is the orthogonal projector 
onto S’(C), whereas CtC is the orthogonal projector onto 9(C’) (compare 
(P7) in [20, p. 3281). Observe next that k = ind(A) implies that 9(Ak) = 
.@(A”) and &‘((A’)‘) = .@((A”)‘) f or each integer s 2 k. But now it should 
be clear that for each integer s 2 k we have A’(A” 1’ = N(AY)+ and (Ak)+Ak 
= (AvItA”. With these identities in mind, our claim is obvious. l 
THEOREM 4.6. For a property-n matrix A with ind(A) = k and rank(Ak) 
= r the following statements are equivalent : 
(9 A‘ is a nonnegatioe semimonotone matrix for each integer s > k; 
(ii) A’ is nonnegatitie, and Ak +’ is a nonnegative semimonotone matrix; 
(iii) A” is a nonnegative strong-r-monomial matrix for each integer s > k; 
(iv) Ak is nonnegatit;e, and Ak + ’ is a nonnegative strong-r-monomial 
matrix ; 
(v) A is L?radn-monotone, and Ak is a P+-matrix. 
Prcof. Clearly, (i) *(ii). Moreover, by Corollary 3.8, (i) * (iii) and 
(ii) *(iv). Since a strong-r-monomial matrix is weak-r-monomial, it further 
follows from Theorem 4.1 in conjunction with Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 4.5 
tP.>l 4: iti. . ’ %nlies (v). Tr? -.;rnplete the proof it suffices to show that (i) is 
implicx.! L t _, fh;,, :c end, assume that A is a Drazin-monotone property-n 
matrix and that A” is a P+-matrix. In view of Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.5 we 
then have that A” is a nonnegative (l)-monotone P+-matrix for each s 2 k. 
Using Corollary 3.12 we now get (0, and the proof is cmml;!&e. n 
COROI.LARI. 4.7. For a nonnegative matrix A with ind(A) = k and 
ranKA) = r t.!ze follnv:ing statements are eyuicalent: 
(9 A” is semimonotone for each integer s 2 k; 
(ii) Ak + ’ is semimonotone; 
(iii) A” is strong-r-mcnomial for each integer s > k; 
(iv) Ak + ’ is strong-r-monomial; 
(v) A is DraSn-monotone, and Ak is a P+-matrix. 
It should be mentioned that Berman and Jain [3] also ,;udied illi, 
nonnegativity of the Moore-Penrose inverse of the powers of nonnegative 
matrices. Their main result in this respect is contained as special case in our 
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Corollary 4.7. Observe, however, that the equivalence of (i) and (iv) is 
entirely new. Like the weak r-monomiahty in connection with Theorem 4.1 
and Theorem 4.3, the strong r-monomiality offers here the possibility to 
check in a simple manner whether or not all high enough powers of A are 
semimonotone. For a nonnegative matrix A of index 1 one only has to check 
whether or not A2 is strong-r-monomial. Needless to say, for such a matrix, A 
itself must also be stroirg-r-monomial. 
We should further mention that Drazin-monotone property-n matrices 
are called HM-matrices in [13]. In particular it is shown there that for a 
nonnegative Drazin-monotone matrix the eigenspace corresponding to the 
Perron root is spanned by nonnegative eigenvectors. Other characterizations 
of Drazin monotonicity may be found, e.g., in [6], [14], [20], and [22]. 
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